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Renew was for many years produced by Prof. Dave Elliott and Tam Dougan, then based at 
the OU, as a membership subscription journal, with a free shortened version, Renew on Line 
(ROL), also produced for NATTA’s web page. The full subscription Renew however was 
discontinued at issue 200 in Nov-Dec 2012. It has now been replaced by this new extended 
and revamped ROL version, continuing with the same numbering system. It includes a new 
Forum section for commentary and feedback.  An expanded version, called Renew, 
continuing with the old Renew numbering system, is also produced for use by students on 
relevant courses, on a course linked password protected subscription basis. Course leaders 
wishing to subscribe on behalf of their students should contact  
NATTA for details of charges. 
Students on the OU Renewable energy course T313 have access to it: 
http://www3.open.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/course/t313.htm 
Send comments/contributions for the Forum section to mailto:d.a.elliott@open.ac.uk 
ROL is posted bimonthly, alternating with the short Renew Extra on non-renewable issues: 
http://renewextra.blogspot.co.uk/ We are in the process of shifting from the Fogeys server, 
which has been run for many years by Ches Lincoln, who has always provided us with a 
wonderful service, but has now decided to retire from running this system due to ill health. 
We wish her well. But soon Renew On Line will be at http://renew-on-line.blogspot.co.uk   
Why not book mark it now on your browser?  Ready for next year and ROL113. 

 

If urls open oddly, 
refresh or paste in 
your browser 
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1.UK Developments- overview (some data from All Energy Conf.)  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Upbeat: www.businessgreen.com/bg/james-blog/2361031/renewables-records-reveal-how-clean-energy-is-starting-to-light-up-the-world  

DUKES 2013 
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UK Renewables  boom    Technology progress 
 

As illustrated by the data above from the 2014 All 
Energy Conference in Aberdeen, the prospects for 
most renewables in the UK are looking good. The 
conference focused on offshore wind power, the 
big hope (30 GW?), but also covered solar, which 
the Solar Trade Association (see above) said had 
reached 4.7 GW, though DECC recently (Q2) put 
it at 4.1 GW. But big projects are going ahead - 
see left. All Energy also covered renewable heat 
with ~ 20 TWh said to be produced now, much of 
it from biomass, which also supplies about 17.5% 
of renewable electricity generation. Wave and tidal 

might ultimately produce much more. Next year All Energy moves to Glasgow. For this years 
PDF files go to: http://www.all-energy.co.uk/en/Conference/2014-Conferend-Grid/  

What next? The CfD system will kick in - see below for the details: a £300m p.a. cap. 
Competitive Contracts for a Difference, with annual contract auction rounds, will start up 
progressively and replace the old Renewables Obligation fully from 2017. Small solar 
projects (under 5 MW) can continue to use the microgen Feed-In Tariff, but large solar 
projects (over 5 MW) will not be able to use the RO in the interim: they must use the CfD.                                                                     
Solar reactions  That led to a negative reaction from the Solar Trade Association: 
‘only large scale solar, which was on track to being subsidy-free, is being exposed to this new 
CfD system without having the back-up of the old scheme. The Government needs to fix that 
by guaranteeing a minimum amount of funds for solar. The solar industry is not asking for 
special treatment - just a level playing field for solar & for small businesses, who provide 
much needed competition.’                                                                                                                                                 
The detailed financial                                                                                                             
allocations were also                                                                                                                    
a problem for the STA:                                                                                                                
‘Only £50m* will be                                                                                                                                   
available per year for                                                                                                                                    
hydro, energy from waste,                                                                                                                                   
onshore wind, landfill gas,                                                                                                                          
sewage gas & large-scale                                                                                                            
solar. Even if all of this                                                                                                                     
went to solar - which it                                                                                                              
won’t - this is only enough                                                                                                                            
for 1 GW of solar in this                                                                                                                                       
round, a considerable                                                                                                            
reduction on the current                                                                                                                               
market.’ It saw the limits on PV as ‘an absurd decision that will                                                              
ultimately hit energy bill payers across Britain.  Solar is already                                                        
cheaper than offshore wind; it will soon be cheaper than onshore                                                          
wind, and it stands a realistic chance of being cheaper than gas                                                   
by the end of the decade. But this is only achievable with stable                                        
Government support and a level playing field.’ Quite a strong case.                                                         
But as but STA says, PV is widely supported through large solar                                                    
farms, by the public, perhaps not so widely. Maybe floating PV, like the 800 panel array on a 
reservoir near Wargrave in Berkshire (pic), will fare better - no land use!  

 

The Solar Trade Association said it ‘wants solar to be treated like all other 
renewables and for the Renewables Obligation to continue to be available to 
solar, just like it is for other technologies’. With PV over 5 MW blocked from 
RO support entirely from next year, it ‘will be entirely dependent on this 
uncertain CfD mechanism two years before other renewables’.  STA felt that 
the £50m p.a. Pot 1 allocation*, shared with others, was not enough, and ‘can 
be compared to the £1.2 bn that the eight early CfD projects will cost in 2020-
21, which includes 5 off shore wind farms, two coal plant conversions to 
biomass, and one biomass CHP plant’. It said CfDs ‘involve a complex 
bidding process and significant upfront expenditure. They are a realistic 
option for large-scale, big energy-supported wind power, but they place very 
challenging bureaucratic demands on small scale, locally operated solar.’ It 
was especially concerned about the impact of the frequency of auctioning on 
small-medium scale enterprises ‘Only conducting auctions once a year risks 
leaving unsuccessful SMEs with no income stream and possible closure. To 
safeguard jobs in green SMEs, allocation rounds should operate on a quarterly 
basis.’  www.solar-trade.org.uk	  	  	  	  *Now raised to £65m 
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Offshore Wind - defections and a limited pot  
Offshore wind is still expanding, with 3.7 GW in place and near 1 GW likely to be added this 
year, including Gwynt y Môr (576 MW) and West of Duddon Sands (389 MW). All being 
well, similar amounts are expected in 2015 & 2016, taking the total to 8 GW. 
www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1301372/windpower-data-offshore-installations-2014-16    
 

However it’s not all going well. Dong Energy, with Centrica, was developing  
the 2.2 GW Rhiannon project off Anglesey, as the first phase of the 4.2 GW  
Celtic Array in the Irish Sea. But that’s now been abandoned, since ‘ground 
conditions are such that it’s not viable for us to proceed with the technology 
that’s available at this stage’.  Much like the Atlantic Array off N. Devon, which RWE 
abandoned earlier. Centrica, which has been involved with several major offshore wind 
projects, but also has major fossil fuel interests, had recently called for the UK to hold back 
on building more offshore wind farms in the short-term: ‘Offshore wind has the potential to 
be high regret because it is an expensive option that may not be needed until the mid-2020s, 
or at all if carbon capture and storage technologies become economically viable’.   
It seems to be divesting itself of risks! It had held the rights to develop the 580 MW Race 
Bank project, but sold it to Dong in Dec. 2013. However it still operates the 194 MW Lynn 
and Inner Dowsing and 270 MW Lincs projects in the North Sea, and was involved, with 
Dong, in the 2006, 90 MW Barrow project. There are of course still many projects backed by 
other companies in the pipeline, e.g. E.ONs 700 MW Rampion project off Sussex has got the 
go ahead. But as the Telegraph noted, the new CfD cap (see below) may face them with 
problems: ‘There are five offshore wind farms with planning consent that are likely to want to 
secure a contract, plus a further six projects which are still in the planning system. One of the 
projects with consent is ScottishPower’s East Anglia proposal, which has capacity of 1.2 GW 
and therefore appears unable to secure full funding for the entire project this year.’ It quoted 
RUK’s Gordon Edge view that the £155m p.a. allocated to ‘Pot 2’ CfD projects would fund 
just one typical 500 MW offshore wind farm, ‘significantly less than we need’. DECC had 
indicated that there was ‘around £1bn potentially available’ for further projects up to 2020-
21. The Telegraph concluded ‘The budget post-2020 is yet to be set but at a minimum will 
have to expand to accommodate new nuclear plants, the first of which could start generating 
power - and therefore using up susbidies - from around 2024.’ We can expect further head to 
head collisions! DECC has now raised the Pot 2 allocation by £80m..  
www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/10989789/Offshore-wind-farms-in-doubt-as-subsidy-pot-
can-fund-just-one-project.html   Maybe the Green Investment Bank can help a bit? 
http://www.scotsman.com/business/management/green-bank-ready-to-pump-500m-into-renewables-1-3452640 
 

Biomass CHP to go ahead 
A new combined heat and power  
plant has been approved in North  
Wales. The wood-burning CHP plant 
is to be at Mostyn, on the Warwick  
Chemicals site on the Dee Estuary.  
Over 400 people concerned about 
the project’s scale and impact on the  
environment, signed a petition  
objecting to the plans and some held 
a protest at the site. But Flintshire  
planning committee voted to give  
the go-ahead for the plant to replace  
the firm’s existing gas-fired boilers.  
It should start up in 2016, creating  
up to 20 full-time jobs. COSPP.com 

FIT New Feed-in Tariff prices have been set for microgen  
FiT  Scale Degression £/MWh 

Wind 

> 15-100kW 10% 160.02 
> 100-500kW 10% 133.38 
> 500kW-1.5MW 10% 72.36 
> 1.5-5MW 10% 30.69 

Hydro 

> 15-100kW 10% 177.48 
> 100-500kW 10% 140.31 
> 500kW-2MW 10% 109.62 
> 2-5MW 10% 29.88 

Anaerobic Digestion 
≤ 250kW 10% 112.14 
> 250-500kW 10% 103.68 
> 500kW-5MW 5% 90.16 

 

PV (set separately): prices may change soon as the 5MW cap is to be 
doubled. It’s currently at £63.8-143.8/MWh depending on size/type. 

Technip  
goes too: 
www.bbc.co.uk/n
ews/uk-scotland-
scotland-
business-
29077739 
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CfD Round 1                                                           
Following on from the 8 projects  
(out of the 57 initial applicants)  
chosen in in the ‘early’ interim round, there is less money in the overall budget (see below), 
but October saw the start of the assessment process for the first full round of projects, 
competing for support under the Contracts for a Difference system, with the overall cash 
allocation now further constrained - see below for CfD details. With the Renewables 
Obligation support ending for new projects in 2017, the CfD will soon be the main support 
system for renewables (and nuclear!) in the UK, although small projects can still get support 

under the Feed-In Tariff (mainly PV) and the Renewable Heat 
Incentive. There are also small RD&D grants available for 
some projects from DECC, EU regional funding and support 
from the Technology Strategy Board, which has now been 
rebranded as Innovate UK. Here are some marine examples:  

Tidal current project test             
Tidal Energy Ltd have installed a 400 kW 150 tonne ERDF 

backed demonstration prototype of their Delta Stream sea-bed mounted turbine in Ramsey 
Sound, Pembrokeshire, for a 1 year trial. If all goes well, a 10 MW scheme is planned off St 
Davids Head, with up to 9 turbines. www.tidalenergyltd.com                          
But sadly, Marine Current Turbines (MCT), the tidal                                                                                                 
energy company now owned by Germany’s Siemens, has  
suspended development of the 10 MW tidal array planned                                                         
for the Skerries off the NW coast of Anglesey, N Wales. It  
was to have 5 MCT, 2 MW SeaGen turbines. This follows  
the withdrawal in June of a £10m Marine Energy Array 
Demonstration Fund grant. The Kyle Rhea project on Skye 
will hopefully be OK: http://www.marineturbines.com/ 
A new IRENA Ocean energy report says UK projects in the pipeline might deliver 100 MW 
of tidal stream and 30 MW of wave capacity by 2018, but adds ‘UK government aspirations 
in 2010 for 1-2 GW of marine energy by 2020 were downgraded to 200-300 MW the following 
year.  More recently the emerging industry consensus appears to be that a more realistic figure 
of approx. 150 MW in the UK by 2020 is to be expected.’  But much more (GWs) later.     

Two blades good?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Dutch firm 2-B Energy is to build a                                      
full-scale version of its 2-bladed off-  
shore wind turbine (pic) in 2016 at the 
Methil demonstration site off the east 
Scottish coast - if planning approval is  
given. The 6 MW turbine has a lattice-type full jacket tower, which            
extends right to the seabed and a helicopter landing pad. But first, in 2015, 2B will build an 
on-land prototype in the Netherlands, with a Scottish Investment Bank grant and £2.7m from 
DECC. The Methil site is also to host Samsung’s 7 MW prototype offshore turbine.  
 

Wind and nuclear outputs compete supplying near 15% of electricity each 
At times earlier this year, e.g. in August, the output from UK grid linked wind turbines matched that 
from UK nuclear plants, though some on the latter were closed, while some local wind projects are not 
included in the data at http://nationalgrid.stephenmorley.org/ and www.edfenergy.com/energy/power-
station/daily-statuses  The contest will continue as more renewables start up and when/if Hinkley does. 

 

79% in DECC’s latest public opinion survey backed 
renewables, but only 24% supported shale gas and 36% nuclear. 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/342426/W
ave_10_findings_of_DECC_Public_Attitudes_Tracker_FINAL.pdf 

 

Big tidal step  
The 400MW Meygen tidal stream 
project in Pentland Firth has got 
£10m from DECC for the 6MW 
1st stage using Atlantis/AHH units  
http://www.renewableuk.com/en/news/pr
ess-releases.cfm/world-s-largest-tidal-
energy-project-to-be-built-in-the-uk 

  Sweden’s             
  Hexicon                 

               plan to                    
               install a 

floating multi-wind 
turbine platform off 
the Scottish coast.  
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CfD allocations - £205m p.a. cap raised to £300m                                                            
Renewable energy projects are to compete for an allocation of £300 m p.a. (initially set at 
£205m) via the first Contracts for Difference. DECC says that at least a further £50m is 
planned for an auction round in 2015, with a total of around £1bn potentially available later 
for further projects, including Carbon Capture and Storage, up to 2020-21. Details below. 

 

 

  
CfD Budget for 2014 Allocation Round Total support payments available p.a.  Extra added later  
 

£m (2011/12 prices)  2015/16  2016/17  2017/18  2018/19  2019/20  2020/21   Extra 
CfD Budget (2014)  50  205  205  205  205  205           +95 
Pot 1 (established techs)  50  50  50  50  50  50             +15 
Pot 2 (less established)  -  155  155  155  155  155           +80 

 

Pot 1 (established technologies): Onshore wind (>5 MW), Solar PV (>5 MW), Energy from 
Waste with CHP, Hydro (>5 MW and <50 MW), Landfill Gas and Sewage Gas                                                    
Pot 2 (less established techs): Offshore Wind, Wave, Tidal Stream, Advanced Conversion 
Techs, Anaerobic Digestion, Dedicated biomass with CHP, and Geothermal, Scottish islands 
onshore wind. RUK noted that £205m p.a. would only fund one offshore windfarm..  
DECC says that ‘We are not at present intending to release a further budget for biomass 
conversion’ i.e. beyond the funding that is already allocated under the first interim CfD. 
DECC won an appeal against the judicial review that forced it to rescind rejection of one of 
the DRAX biomass conversion projects. That would have drained money from the total 
available. All Pot 1 projects have to compete with each other, but Pot 2 projects don’t face 
automatic contract auctions; wave & tidal stream projects get a 100 MW guaranteed share. 
The first round process is now underway, having starting in Oct, and will repeat each year.   

Strike Prices CFD Strike Prices (£/MWh, 2012 prices)  
Technology  2014/15  2015/16  2016/17  2017/18  2018/19  
Advanced Conversion Technologies*  155  155  150  140  140  
Anaerobic Digestion >5MW*  150  150  150  140  140  
Biomass Conversion  105  105  105  105  105  
Dedicated Biomass (with CHP)  125  125  125  125  125  
Energy from Waste (with CHP)  80  80  80  80  80  
Geothermal (with or without CHP)  145  145  145  140  140  
Hydro (>5 MW and <50MW)  100  100  100  100  100  
Landfill Gas  55  55  55  55  55  
Sewage Gas  75  75  75  75  75  
Offshore Wind  155  155  150  140  140  
Onshore Wind (>5 MW)  95  95  95  90  90  
Solar Photo-Voltaic (>5MW)  120  120  115  110  100  
Tidal Stream  305  305  305  305  305  
Wave  305  305  305  305  305  
Scottish Islands – onshore wind (>5MW) -  -  -  115  115  
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/over-200-million-boost-for-renewables      *with or without CHP 
 

Too much wind ‘At least 1,000 more onshore wind turbines will be built than needed’ So 
said the Daily Telegraph, recycling data from Ed Davey. There could be 15 GW by 2020 instead of 
the 11-13 GW planned on-land. 7.8 GW has been built, 1.5 GW is being built. 5.3 GW more has 
planning consent and 6.4 GW is applying for it. Davey says only ~50% of projects in the planning 
system get consent and 70% of consented projects are built, but that’s still ~15 GW in all. Great! 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy/renewableenergy/11125908/Thousand-more-wind-turbines-than-UK-needs.html 

The European Commission has ruled that the UK CfD scheme for renewables meets EU state aid 
rules and can proceed as planned, including the CfDs for the 5 offshore wind farms in the early 
round. The Capacity Market was also approved. Later on, the generous Hinkley nuclear CfD too..  
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CfD competition- early round blew it all                                               
 

The first full round of the Contracts for a Difference system, now underway, involves 
competition between rival projects via a contract auction process. However the ‘early’, 
preliminary, CfD round last year did not have that and the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) 
has expressed concerns. Margaret Hodge MP, its Chair, said: ‘By awarding contracts worth 
up to £16.6 bn to eight renewable electricity generation projects without price competition, 
DECC failed to adequately secure best value for consumers. Yet again the consumer has been 
left to pick up the bill for poorly conceived and managed contracts. The Department argued 
that the early contracts were necessary to ensure continued investment. But its own quantified 
economic case shows no clear net benefit from awarding the contracts early.’  She added ‘We 
are concerned that most of the budget available under this new scheme - 58% - has already 
been spent on the early contracts awarded without price competition. So much was allocated 
without competition that little is left for testing the market and securing the best value for 
consumers.’ www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-
committee/news/report-early-contracts-for-renewable-electricity/                                                                 
However there is now some new money. DECC has raised the total allocation available for 
the current CfD round by £95m to £300m, with £15m extra allocated to the so-called Pot 1 
established options (e.g. onshore wind & large solar PV) for projects commissioned in 
2016/17, bringing the total to £65m, and £80m more to Pot 2, the less established techs (e.g. 
offshore wind and marine) for projects commissioned in 2017/18, bringing it to £235m. The 
total budget stays within the limits set by Levy Control Framework, since DECC says ‘the 
latest estimates of the overall costs of other policies, in particular the Renewables Obligation, 
are lower than expected’. This may not be unconnected to the fact that the Government has 
closed the Renewables Obligation to new large-scale PV from April. DECC notes that ‘within 
each pot, technologies will compete against each other, but less established technologies are 
not expected to compete against the established technologies’. So PAC should be happier. The 
budgets for next year’s auction are yet to be confirmed, but £50m more has already been 
indicated for established technologies, and, DECC says, there was ‘significant further funding 
potentially available to fund further projects, including Carbon Capture and Storage, by 
2020-21’. www.gov.uk/government/news/300-million-budget-to-launch-uk-auctions-for-renewables  
 

Hinkley CfD gets the go ahead - more soon? 
The European Commission has agreed to let the UK government subsidise EDF to build the Hinkley 
EPR nuclear plant via the CfD with potentially £17.bn of public money. That may seem odd given that 
the Con-Lib Dem Coalition Agreement said in May 2010 that new nuclear power stations would be 
permitted only ‘provided that they receive no public subsidy’. But the EC seems to think some ‘state 
aid’ was reasonable, given the UKs need for energy, though it has requested tougher profit claw-back 
clauses, will may soften the impact on consumers bills of what Greenpeace described as ‘the heist of 
the century’. Using the term ‘profit’ in this context is perhaps a little odd - the plant would not be 
‘profitable’ without the CfD subsidy and the financial risk would not be acceptable without the £10bn 
loan guarantee. All the EC has done is to arrange to shave a bit off this support if, over its life, the 
plant can be built and works reasonably well. The CfD mechanism itself is meant to ensue that if the 
market price it gets for its power is too high, that is also clawed backed. With this limits, despite the 
state aid, its still a risky project financially. But for now the way is clear for others to follow, in the 
UK and across the EU, if there is investment capital (from China?) forthcoming. Plants at Wylfa and 
Bradwell (ABWRs), Sizewell (EPRs) and Sellafield (Prism?) have been proposed so far - 16 GW in 
all. And maybe more after that. However the EC decision may be challenged in the courts, including 
by Austria. A key issue is that the 35 year CfD support is beyond anything offered to renewables in 
the UK. So is the $10bn loan guarantee. http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-1093_en.htm 
 

*All this and more is on the agenda of the new DECC Chief Scientist, UKERC’s John Loughhead. 
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CfD Policy                                                                        Policy news 
 

The European Commission has backed the UK Contracts for a Difference support system. 
EC Vice-President for competition, Joaquín Almunia, said, the system ‘would encourage all 
renewable energy technologies producing electricity to compete against each other for 
support beyond 2016. It is a fine example of how to promote the decarbonisation of the 
economy with market-based support mechanisms, at the lowest possible cost for consumers.’ 
However the initial £205m p.a. LCF cap (see above) was seen by some as over cautious. 
Renewable UK said it ‘risks being insufficient to drive industrialisation, competition and cost 
reduction’. There were also worries that the CfD system would exclude smaller participants. 
See the Solar Trade Association’s comment earlier; they said the £205m cap could cut large-
scale solar installations by about 65% to 80% next year. The Renewable Energy Association 
said ‘it is vital that the most cost-effective sectors - biomass, solar, onshore wind and 
established waste to energy technologies - are given sufficient budget to minimise short-term 
costs for consumers. While at the same time, CfDs must also foster those early stage 
technologies - geothermal, wave and tidal and advanced waste conversion - that will come 
down in cost as they mature, delivering low carbon energy security long into the future.’ It 
seems unlikely that they can do all of that unchanged - extra measures will be needed, like the 
ring-fenced 100 MW for wave & tidal stream projects at the very least. And maybe the whole 
LCF cap needs rethinking. The expansion to £300m will help a bit, but is still very tight. 
The EC also supported the UK’s new capacity market, but that too has its problems. Being a 
market, it will mainly support fossil plants acting as ‘backup’ for variable renewables: 
http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/igov/lessons-from-america-capacity-market-details-and-demand-side-response/ 
Surely it should also support other grid balancing options, like smart grids and supergrids. 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-400_en.htm 
 

DECC - bioenergy can be OK 
DECCs new ‘Bioenergy Emissions and Counterfactual  
Model’ looks at changes in the amount of carbon stored  
in forests in North America, when assessing the impacts  
of various bioenergy scenarios. It’s timely given that UK green NGOs have taken strong 
stands against the use of imported wood from N. America in large biomass conversion 
projects, claiming that the use of whole wood from forest reduces carbon sinks and can 
increase net CO2  more than burning coal. The DECC study concludes that ‘in 2020 it may be 
possible to meet the UK’s demand for solid biomass for electricity using biomass feedstocks 
from North America that result in electricity with GHG intensities lower than 200 kg CO2e/ 
MWh, when fully accounting for changes in land carbon stock changes. However, there are 
other bioenergy scenarios that could lead to high GHG intensities (e.g. greater than 
electricity from coal, when analysed over 40 or 100 years) but would be found to have GHG 
intensities less than 200 kg CO2e/MWh by the Renewable Energy Directive LCA methodology.’ 
But done right they say it can be fine. The Renewable Energy Association agreed: ‘Anyone 
using biomass in accordance with the guidelines set out by the UK government would be 
lower-carbon than other fuels’. www.backbiomass.co.uk/newsroom-story.php?id=380  
However DECC says the energy input requirement of electricity generated using American 
wood in the UK could be significantly greater than from other power options, including 
nuclear and wind, though the energy needed can be cut e.g. by reducing transport distances 
and the moisture content of the biomass. So overall it sees some projects as viable: 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/life-cycle-impacts-of-biomass-electricity-in-2020   
Will that end the debate? Unlikely! FoE said it was vital to have tougher LCAs/regulation. 
But in reality, with the second DRAX project blocked and no more CfD support scheduled for 
new projects, it seems that coal to biomass conversion is mostly out of it for now:  
http://processengineering.theengineer.co.uk/home/comment/the-death-of-biomass-conversions/1019111.article 

IPPR back decentral power: 
www.ippr.org/publications/a-new-
approach-to-electricity-markets-how-new-
disruptive-technologies-change-everything 
Owen Paterson backs CHP, smart 
demand, AD, but also mini-nukes! 
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Transmission costs formula revisions                                         
 

Ofgem is to change the way of calculating what generators pay to use the electricity 
transmission network. Generators in the south of England have in the past paid lower 
charges, and in some cases receive extra payments, since location there helped National Grid 
avoid investment in reinforcing the grid, and encouraged  
generators to be as close as possible to loads, reducing losses.  
But OGEM says, from 2016, ‘under the updated methodology,   
this gap between north and south charges will reduce’ and it  
will also ‘recognise that renewable generation uses the system 
less than traditional forms of generation and so imposes lower 
costs. The change will therefore more accurately reflect the  
costs that different generators put on the electricity network.’  With PV on roof-tops and the 
overall level low, and some renewables do use the grid less. But wind farms tend to be in 
remote sites and that input will grow. Transmission charges add ~4% to typical bills. The 
changes are meant to keep them low, but they may well rise, especially if decarbonisation (of 
heat & transport, as well as power) is achieved mainly via (green) grid electricity.                     
 

DECC is also looking to demand reduction measures to meet winter peaks, with a £20m 
pilot Electricity Demand Reduction project: a competition for funding for energy saving 
projects: www.gov.uk/electricity-demand-reduction-pilot That could take pressure off transmission. 
But active demand management may be better, certainly than paying coal plants to stay around 
to balance renewables! http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/newsdesk/energy/analysis/comment-how-industry-
lobbying-uk-capacity-market-means-old-coal-plants-will-stay-system (DECC later blocked that) 
See this good Green Alliance report: www.green-alliance.org.uk/kickstarting_negawatts.php 
Smart meters and your data!  To protect consumers and ensure they have 
choices over who can access their energy data and for what purposes, the Government has set 
up a data access/privacy regulatory framework for smart meters: ‘Energy suppliers will be 
able to access their own customers’ monthly consumption data for billing and for the 
purposes of fulfilling any statutory requirement or licence obligations. Consumers will be 
able to choose whether or not to permit energy suppliers to access data on their daily or half-
hourly consumption of energy. Network operators will be permitted to access monthly 
consumption data for the purpose of developing and maintaining efficient, co-ordinated and 
economical systems for the distribution of electricity and gas. They will also be allowed to 
access half-hourly data for regulated purposes, such as network design, but this data will be 
aggregated so that individuals cannot be identified from it. A consumer may choose to permit 
a third party signatory of the smart energy code (such as an energy service company or 
switching sites) to access their consumption data but this access will not be permitted without 
explicit consumer consent.’ PQ Ans. 
Energy saving working? 
 

DECC says the costs of using household                                                                            
appliances has fallen by up to a half, due                                                                                                     
to device efficiency upgrades/standards: www.gov.uk/government/news/dramatic-fall-in-cost-of-
running-household-goods  But what about rebound effects? Won’t some of these savings be spent 
on using more energy? And what about basic house energy use/design? See: 
www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/energy-performance  and www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-
sets/energy-inefficient-dwellings DECC has tried to talk up the revised Green Deal: 
www.gov.uk/government/news/green-deal-home-improvement-fund-reaches-50-million-milestone-in-six-weeks 
But tragically with take-up overwhelming expectations, the £120m Green Deal Home 
Improvement Fund ran out and was closed: www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/energy-
bills/10989815/Green-Deal-cashback-scheme-shuts-with-immediate-effect-as-homeowners-exhaust-120m-
fund.html  Maybe given that, and the ECO cut, the ESOS energy saving scheme is vital: 
www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-savings-opportunity-scheme 

These changes may reduce the 
curtailment payments, but 
extra/better grid links are what 
really is needed: 
www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy
/windpower/11053385/11m-for-
the-wind-farm-that-was-not-
working.html 

The Public Accounts Select Committee produced a 
critical report on the planned smart meter roll out: 
only 3% consumer cost savings at best by 2030. 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/sep/10/public-may-pay-
obsolete-smart-gas-electricity-meters-save-little-mps-warn	  
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Scotland stays                                       
The Scottish referendum decision to stick 
with the UK means that thing stay as they 
are for now, though pressure for change 
wont go away: http://realfeed-
intariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2014/09/give-more-energy-
powers-to-scottish.html In the run up to the 
vote, Energy Matter posted a model of 
Scottish electricity production and 
consumption in 2020 compared with 2012. 
See left. If the Scottish governments 100% 
renewables target was met (it’s at 46% 
now) it fore- saw a large surplus over needs 
of about 15 TWh in 2020, if it was 
independent, since England and Wales 

would not import it. So it might be just dumped. But surely that’s unlikely - England and 
Wales would need it! http://euanmearns.com/scotch-on-the-rocs/                                                                      
In the run up to the vote, DECC also upped the ante with a proposal for CfDs for Ireland to 
use! But surely an independent Scotland could have used this provision too? 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/340932/DECC_Non-UK_CfD_August_2014.pdf  
*A new free open access Open University course on Renewables§ has 3 videos on Scotland: 
http://vimeo.com/angeleye/review/81186362/bfdd3768eb   §http://www.open.edu/openlearn/ Also see www.futurelearn.com/ 
http://vimeo.com/angeleye/review/81186363/8255fac9b0                            And see this fun animation: 
http://vimeo.com/angeleye/review/81186361/465505a94b          www.scottishrenewables.com/renewablesinscotland 

  

                                                             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Biogas Policy: waste AD and energy crops 
 

Since 2011, the number of biogas plants has doubled to 109, with the National Farmers Union 
calling for 1,000 be built by 2020. It has obvious attractions - the generation, via AD (Anaerobic 
Digestion) of biological material, of green methane gas to replace fossil gas for heating and power 
production. However there may be problems. Farm wastes (e.g. animal slurry) are an obvious 
already available source. So are domestic food wastes, collection issues aide. But the calorific 
value of both of these is lower than high yield crops grown as energy crops, like Maize. Not 
surprisingly then, as the Farmer’s Guardian has noted, maize grown for use for biogas has trebled 
to 15,000 hectares farmed in the past two years, and is likely to rise to 25,000 hectares next year. 
http://www.farmersguardian.com/home/arable/taking-maize-for-energy-production-to-the-next-level/59704.article 
Is this a good idea? In an interesting article, the Guardian says maybe not: its (over) cultivation 
can causes soil erosion, and net carbon emissions from its use may be higher than for other 
organic waste. It noted that there were critics of government regulations that exempt maize from 
practices, such as crop rotation, that limit damage to soil, quoting Friends of the Earth:‘Maize use 
should not be encouraged through an exemption in post-harvest soil management under the cross 
compliance rules. Farmers must therefore not be subsidised for feeding biogas plants with 
feedstock like maize either.’  There are of course other energy crops (e.g. willow) and other forms 
of production such as short rotation coppicing (SRC), but the Guardian noted that, ‘in Europe, 
50% of biogas product comes from energy crops, and this has resulted in a rise in food prices for 
consumers’. So we are back to the food v fuel debate. However the impact depends on what land 
is being use- if its marginal land that can’t be used for food production, it’s not an issue.  So some 
energy crop production may be OK, but not too much and some say subsides for it may have to be 
reduced, while being retained for using other biosources like wastes. Though, getting enough of it 
may be hard: only some local council’s have food waste collection systems. And Richard Lowes 
at Exeter University noted that, from practical point of view, ‘energy crops mixed with feedstock 
are useful because they give it better consistency. Therefore, if you remove it completely you could 
harm the (biogas) industry.’  DECC has proposed a sustainable energy criteria for biogas, which 
will require a 60% saving on the EU fossil fuel average, but the Guardian concluded, ‘that will do 
little to tackle the problem of the US’s increasing reliance on energy crops’. The debate goes on. 
http://www.theguardian.com/big-energy-debate/biogas-green-energy-environmental-damage 
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Shale gas gets a critical look Do we want 1000 wells p.a.?                                                              
 

Scientists for Global Responsibility (SGR) and the Chartered Institute of Environmental 
Health (CIEH) have produced a report reviewing current evidence associated with shale gas 
extraction by hydraulic fracturing (fracking), including environmental and public health 
aspects and socio-economic issues, drawing heavily on academic research.  It highlights 
major shortcomings in regulatory oversight of local environmental and public health risks; the 
potential for UK shale gas exploitation to undermine                                                                           
national and international efforts to tackle climate change;  
the water-intensive nature of the fracking process which                                                                              
could cause water shortages in many areas; the lack of                                                                   
evidence behind claims that shale gas will bring down UK                                                                                           
energy bills; and concerns that it will impact negatively on                                                                        
UK energy security. The report also notes that, despite 
claims otherwise, the evidence of local environmental                                                                       
contamination from shale gas exploitation is well-reported                                                                                    
in the scientific literature. Though extrapolation from the                                                                                                     
experience in the USA (where most fracking has been                                                                       
carried out so far) to the UK is not straightforward, there’s                                                                               
widespread concern, even with strong regulation, over the                                                                                                      
safety of fracking. The report also highlights that local                                                                     
authorities and other regulators have undergone budget                                                                                
cuts, undermining their ability to provide adequate                                                                                     
regulatory oversight. Yet paradoxically regulation is being                                                                     
presented as the way in which the process can be managed                                                                                 
effectively managed to reduce the risks.  
CIEH Chief Executive, Graham Jukes, OBE said: ‘The  
CIEH has consistently made the case for a full independent 
environmental impact assessment to be carried out on all  
shale gas extraction proposals before permission to drill is 
given. In the enthusiasm to exploit new sources of energy  
we must assess and ensure that there are no unacceptable 
adverse impacts on the environment or on the health of  
people in the communities surrounding extraction sites.  
Despite central government encouragement for the process, 
local authorities should resist allowing shale gas extraction 
in their areas until they are satisfied on that point. We 
believe that there is currently insufficient evidence to 
provide such assurance for proposals in the UK and the 
precautionary principle should apply.’ 
SGR Director & report co-author, Dr Stuart Parkinson said:  
‘The evidence we have gathered shows that exploiting yet  
another new source of fossil fuels such as UK shale gas is 
likely to further undermine efforts to tackle climate change. 
We need to focus on low carbon energy sources, especially 
renewables, together with concerted efforts to save energy’. 
 

 

‘Shale gas and fracking: examining the evidence’: 
www.sgr.org.uk/pages/shale-gas-and-fracking-examining-evidence  
 
 

*By contrast, after leaving DECC, Prof. David MacKay said  
wind farms covered 700 times more land area/ kWh produced  
than shale gas wells: http://withouthotair.blogspot.co.uk/2014/08/shale-gas-in-perspective.html And the 
government is ploughing on faster, though sparing AONB and National Parks, exceptional cases  
apart: www.gov.uk/government/speeches/planning-for-unconventional-oil-and-gas  

Shale gas: more CO2  
‘Shale gas exploitation is likely to 
increase global carbon emissions. 
Within a given country, coal may 
be substituted by shale gas - 
driven either by relative cost, 
such as in the USA, or by carbon 
targets, as may happen in the UK. 
However, there is little to prevent 
this unused coal from being sold 
in international markets, thereby 
increasing carbon emissions 
elsewhere. Indeed, as coal use 
has fallen in the USA following its 
shale gas boom, the country has 
simultaneously exported its 
unwanted coal, including to the 
UK, thereby increasing our 
emissions. If and when there is an 
effective global emissions cap, 
there may be an argument, from a 
climate change perspective, for 
reconsidering the possibility of 
exploiting shale gas in preference 
to coal. In the absence of such a 
constraint, however, leading 
analysts (including those from the 
Tyndall Centre and DECC) warn 
that shale gas will be additional 
to, not instead of, coal, leading to 
an overall increase in carbon 
emissions and a consequent 
acceleration of climate change.’ 
Wind is cheaper…  
‘The Tyndall Centre… concluded 
that the investment required to 
deliver 7-8GW of electricity 
generation capacity from shale 
gas would deliver 21GW or 
12GW if invested in onshore or 
offshore wind, respectively. 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
calculated that… under most 
scenarios, electricity from shale 
gas is more expensive than from 
onshore wind’. SGR/CIEH report. 
 http://renewextra.blogspot.co.uk/2014
/05/shale-gas-costs-and-limits.html is 
worth a look. So, although mixed, is: 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/articl
e/pii/S0306261914008745  
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Gas-fired and solar heat pumps                       
At the World Renewable Energy Congress (WREC) at Kingston  
University, London in August*, Prof. Bob Critoph, from Warwick  
University, argued the case for heat driven (particularly gas-fired)  
heat pumps. He noted that there were now 3 domestic systems on or very near to market 
(Robur, Vaillant, and Viessmann) with others under development. He said moving to an all-
electric de-carbonised electricity grid would require a vast investment to perhaps triple the 
capacity of the electricity infrastructure, and whilst possible long term, that could not secure 
the emission reductions essential in the near term. Instead he proposed a mixed heating 
option, with both gas-fired and electric heat pumps, and also hybrids, being used well into the 
2040s. New-build houses will he said be almost exclusively electric and would need 
integration with advanced storage to supply domestic hot water. Older properties with higher 
heat loads would either use hybrid electric heat pump-gas boiler systems, or gas fired heat 
pumps. He felt the proposed mix, whilst not being the minimal emission route, was an 
affordable and pragmatic solution. There are of course other novel ideas, for example solar 
thermal fired heat pumps, with the Solaris hybrid air source/solar system claimed to be 25% 
more efficient than standard air-source electricity-powered units: www.uk-isri.org/case-
studies/solaris  and http://cordis.europa.eu/publication/rcn/16280_en.html 

Green energy co-ops blocked by regulator         
The Financial Conduct Authority has blocked several new energy co-op applications on the 
grounds that they would not have enough ‘member participation’, despite having authorised 
previous ones (like Westmill) set up along similar lines. The problem seems to be that in most 
mutually owned investment co-ops in the energy field the members do not actually get 
serviced themselves with the power generated - it’s fed to the grid. FCA rules require a 
mutual to show participation involving ‘buying from or selling to the society’, ‘using the 
services or amenities provided by it’ and/or ‘supplying services to carry out its business’. 
Energy4All, said this changed policy had come ‘completely out of the blue’, but if energy co-
ops spread, as in Germany, maybe the FCA wants to get their status clear. 
www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/aug/15/green-energy-co-ops-blocked-by-government-regulator 
 

UK new energy project employment 
Reply to a Parliamentary Question (7/7/14), by then Energy Minister Michael Fallon:  
‘Investment in new, cleaner energy infrastructure through the government’s Electricity 
Market Reforms will help support up to 250,000 jobs by 2020. This reflects estimates  
of how many jobs could be supported by electricity generated using renewable, nuclear 
and carbon capture and storage technologies, and includes jobs in the relevant supply 
chains. In nuclear energy, we estimate there will be between 69,000 and 81,000 jobs  
by 2020. This is made up of 29,000 - 41,000 jobs across the nuclear supply chain at the  
peak of construction activity, from the 16 GW of new build capacity industry is planning 
to build by 2030, in addition to the 40,000 people currently employed in nuclear energy.  
We also estimate that up to 200,000 jobs could be supported in renewable electricity 
By 2020. This estimate is based on the Renewable Energy Association’s estimate of  
employment in the sector in 2012-13, and a range of possible deployment levels in 2020 as set out in 
the Government’s Electricity Market Reform Delivery Plan. Within the carbon capture and storage 
sector, we estimate that around 8,000 jobs could be supported in the early stages of deployment by 
2020.’ So the bulk by far are in renewables, and that’s ignoring solar/bio/geo heat.   
 

Election run up:  UKIP says it will repeal the Climate Change Act and shrink the Dept. of 
Energy and Climate Change. The Green Party has voted to maintain its opposition to nuclear. 
FoE too remains anti-nuclear, despite a BBC claim: http://www.foe.co.uk/blog/nuclear-power-big-distraction 
The Campaign against Climate Change has a new edition of its ‘1 million climate jobs’ booklet: 
www.campaigncc.org/greenjobs#pamphlet + Scotland’s still at it: http://www.localenergyscotland.org/challenge 

*Speaking at WREC, 
Ed Davey launched 
Kingston Energy:  
http://sec.kingston.ac.uk/
energy/ 
 

PV plug  
 

A CEBR 
report for 
the Solar 
Trade 
Association 
looks to a 
60GW PV 
programme 
employing 
~50,000 by 
2030. 
http://goo.gl/
376vmF  
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EDF seeks safety limit changes    Nuclear News 
 

EDF Energy’s application to loosen safety limits at its 1 GW Dungeness B nuclear power 
plant in Kent has been approved by the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR). Nuclear 
radiation causes the graphite moderator bricks to degrade, with the current allowable ‘weight 
loss’ limit set at 6.2%.  EDF Energy asked the regulator to extend the limit to 8%. ONR has 
said EDF’s application to loosen safety limits did not pose ‘any safety concerns’. A safety 
limit change would be required by the 30 year old nuclear plant in order to extend its lifetime 
to 45 years. In February this year EDF Energy applied for a 10 year extension for the plant to 
enable it to operate until at least 2023. However it’s the UK plant most threatened by flooding 
- on account of which one reactor was off-line for several months last year while sea defenses 
were upgraded. Let’s hope they did it right. And will Hinkley, on the Severn estuary, right. 
www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/exclusive-dungeness-nuclear-power-station-quietly-taken-offline-
for-five-months-over-fears-of-fukushimastyle-flood-disaster-9200494.html 
www.utilityweek.co.uk/news/change-to-dungeness-nuclear-safety-rules-approved/1026162 
 

The Times (11/7/14) suggested that EDF would now be looking to the ONR to  
approve similar changes for other plants. It noted that ‘Heysham 1’s graphite   
in Lancashire is close to its 12% safety limit, having already lost 10.5% of its 
weight. Hartlepool’s graphite has degraded the most, down 13.7%. It has the 
highest current limit of 17%.’* Prof. Steve Thomas, of Greenwich University,  
said EDF had given average weight loss figures, but this masked the fact that some parts of 
the graphite core had lost up to 40% of their weight. EDF said it regularly removed samples 
of graphite for testing and was ‘extremely confident that we know how the bricks will behave’.  
Nuclear Reliability ‘Nuclear can provide a continuous supply to the electricity grid’.  
So said Keith Parker, CEO of the Nuclear Industry Association, in a Guardian Blog. 
www.theguardian.com/environment/blog/2014/jul/23/investing-new-nuclear-power-uk-carbon-energy 
Actually, the plant availability achieved by UK nuclear plants has not been good recently - 
it was only 65%, averaged across 2008-12 according to the latest Digest of UK Energy 
Statistics: overall plant load factors for 2008: 49.4%; 2009 65.6%; 2010 59.3%; 2011 66.4%; 
2012 70.8%. As well as planned shut downs (e.g. for refueling) the Sizewell PWR has several 
long unplanned periods off-line and some AGRs were also shut for some time, e.g. (see above) 
Dungeness, due to flooding worries. As well as the 2 now offline, Hunterston also has issues. 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/279546/DUKES_2013_Chapter_5.pdf 
 

‘No risks’ Children, teenagers and young adults living near two UK nuclear plants since 
the 1990s are not at an increased risk of developing cancer, according to analysis of decades 
of data by Oxford University researchers. But it’s been claimed that, by looking at the wide 
range of 0-24 yr olds, this study may have averaged out the higher risks faced by 0-3 yr olds: 
exposures in utero can lead to leukemia at 1-3 yrs.  
http://www.nature.com/bjc/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/bjc2014357a.html 
www.ianfairlie.org/news/comments-on-another-bjc-article/ 

£40m- a ‘bribe’ to consider waste?                                  
The government is to offer communities willing to  
consider hosting a high level nuclear waste disposal  
facility up to £40m, in a ‘no strings’ deal - they can back  
out and still keep the money they got. But it will be in stages: up to £1m p.a. 
will be on offer to each community that participates in the early stage of the process, rising to 
£2.5m p.a. to each of them that then enters formal discussions, for as long as the community 
remains engaged in the process. The new scheme also means that local councils will have the 
final say, not as in Cumbria where the Borough council was for a project but the Country 
council overruled them. DECC say that after the initial 2 year phase, it could be another 15-20 
years before the site selection process was completed and construction could start. Ready in 
2040? For legacy waste only. But Scotland is excluded. 

*EDF took 
them both 
off-line for 
unrelated 
checks in 
August. Both 
are still out. 
 
 

Next: on the boil  
The EC’s backing of the Hinkley 
CfD, sets a precedent for more 
projects around the UK. Hitachi-
GE’s ABWR boiling water design 
has got draft Justification approval 
for UK use e.g. at Wylfa & Oldbury. 
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2. Global Developments 
G7’s green vision  
The leaders of the G7 group of industrial countries  
(EU, US, Japan) met in Rome in May to consider  
an ‘Energy Initiative for Energy Security’, with the Russia-Ukraine crisis in mind. Their joint 
statement called for the ‘development of flexible, transparent and competitive energy 
markets, including gas markets, diversification of energy fuels, sources and routes, and 
encouragement of indigenous sources of energy supply, reducing our greenhouse gas 
emissions, and accelerating the transition to a low carbon economy, as a key contribution to 
enduring energy security’. They looked to ‘enhancing energy efficiency in demand and 
supply, and demand response management’ and to ‘promoting deployment of clean and 
sustainable energy technologies and continued investment in research and innovation’ 
including ‘the use of low carbon technologies (renewable energies, nuclear in the countries 
which opt to use it, and carbon capture and storage) including those which work as a base 
load energy source’. http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-530_en.htm?locale=en 
 

New IEA 2050 scenario  
 

More flesh was put on it by the International  
Energy Agency which now says $44 trillion in  
investment is needed to secure a global clean-energy system by 2050. That’s up from its $36 
trillion 2012 estimate, this, it said, illustrating what it’s said for some time: ‘the longer we 
wait, the more expensive it becomes to transform our energy system’. However, this 
investment would actually save over $115 trillion cumulatively by then in fuel savings.                                                                                                                         
 

The 2014 edition of the IEAs biennial Energy Technology Perspectives includes a scenario in 
which the share of electricity of overall energy demand will grow from 17% in 2011 to 
between 23% and 26% by 2050. Its ‘2 Degree Scenario’ (2DS), which is in line with the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s analysis, aims to limit the rise in global 
temperatures to no more than 2°C. Otherwise it says we would be headed for 6DS, or 4DS 
even if the current policy promises are met.  In the enhanced 2DS, the share of fossil fuels in 
global primary energy supply drops from 80% in 2011 to just over 40% in 2050. Energy 
efficiency, renewables and carbon capture and storage (CCS) make the largest contributions 
to global emissions reductions under the scenario. But, with the prospects for CCS still seen 
as ‘uncertain’, the IEA says that fuel switching (coal to gas), and power generation efficiency 
(e.g. CHP) are also ‘essential’ to reach the 2DS target cost-efficiently - as is nuclear. Under 
the 2DS scenario, 22 GW of new nuclear is added annually by 2050. However, the IEA notes 
that global nuclear capacity ‘is stagnating at this time’ and by 2025 will be 5% to 25% below 
needed levels. It suggests that the high capital and low running costs of nuclear create the 
need for policies that provide investor certainty. That’s code for market support - or in 
simpler terms, subsidies. By contrast it says ‘Cost per unit of energy generated by onshore 
wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) continued to fall in 2013, albeit at a slower rate than in 
previous years. Their cost-competitiveness is improving, in some countries, partly due to 
innovative market design.’ It notes that, as a result ‘Double-digit growth rates for wind and 
solar PV electricity generation over the last several years helped push the global share of 
renewables to 20% in 2011; the 2DS shows that renewables could reach 65% by 2050. In the 
2DS-High Renewables Scenario (2DS hi-Ren), solar becomes the dominant electricity source 
by 2040, providing 26% of global generation by 2050.’  It stresses the need for grid balancing 
and smart grid integration, but sees gas as just an interim option, unless CCS is developed 
successfully.  www.iea.org/etp/ 

The 1970s Limits to Growth study may 
have been (nearly) right! 	  
www.theguardian.com/environment/earth-
insight/2014/jun/04/scientists-limits-to-growth-
vindicated-investment-transition-circular-economy	  
 

Also E&Y says decarbonisation costs will 
be offset by health and fuel cost savings:  
http://www.rtcc.org/2014/06/11/low-carbon-
energy-saves-money-in-the-long-run-study/ 
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REN21 renewables review 
 

The annual REN21 review yields this global scoreboard:  
 

Hydro 1000 GW, wind 318 GW, PV 139 GW, Biomass 88 GW(e), Solar heating 326 GW(th).  
REN21’s 2014 report, as ever packed full of data, notes that hydro rose by 4% to ~1,000 GW, 
and other renewables grew nearly 17% to over 1560 GW total. For the first time, the world 
added more solar PV than wind capacity; PV and hydro were essentially tied, each accounting 
for about one-third of new capacity.  PV has continued to expand rapidly, with growth 
averaging almost 55% annually over the past 5 years. But wind has added the most capacity 
of all renewables over that period. In 2013, renewables overall accounted for over 56% of net 
additions to global electric power capacity and much more in several countries.  
Heat from modern biomass, solar, and geothermal sources has a small but gradually rising 
share of final global heat demand, amounting to an estimated 10%. In the heating and cooling 
sector, REN21 says ‘trends included the increasing use of renewables in combined heat and 
power plants; the feeding of renewable heating and cooling into district systems; hybrid 
solutions in the building renovation sector; and the growing use of renewable heat for 
industrial purposes. The use of modern renewable technologies for heating and cooling is still 

limited relative to their vast potential.’ 
The bottom line is that renewables supplied around 19% of 
total world energy used in 2012, compared with nuclear at 
2.6%. In electricity terms they generated 22% of global 
electric power, with hydro at 16%, wind at 2.9%.  And the 
contribution can only keep on rising. www.ren21.net/gsr 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Different views  
See GWPF Box right and  
Charles Frank’s analysis  
for the Brookings Institute.  
He says PV & wind aren’t as cost effective as CO2 savers as gas, hydro, & nukes 
www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2014/05/low-carbon-electricity-technologies-frank  For a rebuttal: 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/amorylovins/2014/08/05/sowing-confusion-about-renewable-energy/ See also 
Cooper’s analysis, with nuclear seen as very much less attractive: 
http://216.30.191.148/Cooper%20SMRs%20are%20Part%20of%20the%20Problem,%20Not%20the%20Solutio
n%20FINAL2.pdf And for a quick strategic overview: http://bit.ly/1pdCXN0 
 

New 100% renewables scenarios  For a show stopping review of sustainable energy 
and how to balance variable renewables, with case studies of the US and Mexico, and 
staggering ‘100% of all energy by 2050’ renewable scenarios for Korea, Japan and China, see 
Bent Sorensen’s excellent new book ‘Energy Intermittency’. A must buy! 
www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781466516069  See also his helpful new web site: www.secantus.dk 

But not everyone agrees!  
Energy Security - a GWP report  
A Global Warming Policy Foundation paper says that intermittent 
wind & solar pose a serious threat to energy security and UK power 
supply reliability. Philipp Mueller’s UK Energy Security: Myth and 
Reality says that indigenous fossil supplies (e.g. shale gas and oil) and 
global markets for fossil fuels, provide the best security, even given 
Russia’s intransigence, whereas the grid’s ability to deal with varying 
renewables is limited and will get worse if they grow. It notes that in 
Germany last Dec, wind & solar were almost zero for over a week.  
So? Gas and coal plants had to ramp, but increasingly hydro pumped 
storage and biogas can help, along with stored wind-to-gas, supergrid 
imports & DSM to time shift peaks. Most of the rest of the time, wind 
and PV reduce the need to import and use fossil (+ nuclear) fuels. 
www.thegwpf.org/renewable-energy-poses-security-risk-new-paper-
warns The report says it’s not necessarily a GWPF view! Also see: 
http://euanmearns.com/renewable-energy-growth-in-perspective/ and 
http://environmentalresearchweb.org/cws/article/opinion/57973 
 
 
  

REN21: Leaders   
At the end of 2013, China, the 
US, Brazil, Canada, and 
Germany remained the top 
countries for total installed 
renewable power capacity; the 
top for non-hydro capacity 
were again China, the USA, 
and Germany, followed by 
Spain, Italy, and India. Among 
the world’s top 20 countries 
for non-hydro capacity, 
Denmark had a clear lead for 
total capacity per capita. 
Uruguay, Costa Rica and 
Mauritius among the top 
countries for investment in 
new renewable power and 
fuels relative to annual GDP. 

Also see this strategic overview: 
http://safeenergy.org/2014/06/06/101
1-old-reactors-vs-new-renewables/ 
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IRENA- 2030                                         
The International Renewable Energy 
Agency REMap 2030 report, says that 
the world could double its renewable 
energy capacity by 2030, and supply 
30% of global energy. Moreover this 
will not be costly. Indeed it could save 
money long term due to reduced use of 
expensive fossil fuel. IRENA says that  
‘worldwide incremental energy system 
costs amount to an average of USD 133 
billion annually until 2030, while 
average incremental investment needs 
are around USD 265 billion annually to 
2030. Renewable subsidies rise to USD 
315 billion in 2030 with the REmap 
Options fully deployed, but in some 
countries, subsidies peak before 2030. 
In comparison, global subsidies for 
fossil fuels amounted to USD 544 
billion in 2012. Fossil-fuel subsidies 
will fall when the share of renewable 
energy rises.’ And there will be other benefits: ‘Average health benefits due to the mitigation 
of air pollution from fossil-fuel use are in the range of USD 1.9-4.6 per GJ, while carbon 

dioxide (CO2) mitigation benefits are in the 
range of USD 3-12 per GJ. The total of cost 
and benefits results in net savings of at least 
USD 123 billion, and as high as USD 738 
billion by 2030.’  
The renewable shares in the chart above* are 
less than in the scenarios by WWF etc, but 
that’s partly because the 30% estimate does not 
assume major energy savings. If you do, the 
share could rise up to 36%: see left.  
 

 

The bottom line though is 
that many renewables are 
now competitive and will 
boom: see right. And 
soon, even more so, as 
their cost continue to fall. 
 

IRENA REMAP 2030: 
https://www.irena.org/remap/ 
For a good review see: 
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2
014/remap-2030-launched-
roadmap-doubling-renewable-
energy-share-2030 
(Our top Fig 1* came from this 
web site, and seems to be from 
an earlier IRENA draft) 
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EU News     German renewables boom 
Single market soon     
 

Southern and NW European 
power grids and exchanges have 
linked markets to cover about 70% 
of Europe, bringing it closer to 
integrated electricity pricing and 
reducing risks to supply. The 
physical and financial integration 
of the two regions creates a 
common day-ahead power market 
stretching from Portugal to 
Finland. That is likely to benefit 
consumers by enabling power to 
flow from cheaper to more costly 
areas most of the time, with local 
renewables variations being better 
balanced. 
www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/13/euro
pe-power-idUSL6N0NZ45P20140513 

German energy co-ops 
 

In Germany, 942 energy cooperatives were officially  
registered by 31st December 2013, with most of them  
directly involved with renewable energy generation.  

 
 
 
So says ‘The socio-economic power of 
renewable energy production cooperatives in 
Germany: results of an empirical 
assessment’, from the Wuppertal Institute. 
It looks in detail at their make up and 
performance, noting that ‘in total, surveyed 
renewable energy production cooperatives, 
for which data is available, unified around 
76,500 actors and had about €693m capital 
at their disposal by 2012. In 2012, the 

majority of analysed renewable energy production co-operatives had an equity share above 
30%. Most co-operatives that were registered in 2010 achieved a return on equity that lay 
between 1% and 10% and made a profit of between one and €50,000 two years after their 
registration. Most capital is invested, predominantly in energy production technologies.’ It 
concluded ‘Renewable energy production co-operatives provide robust organisational 
structures for diffusing renewable, regional and decentralised energy production’ adding that 
‘co-operatives with a focus on renewable energy production may have further potential to 
increase their socio-economic power’.    http://epub.wupperinst.org/frontdoor/index/index/docId/5364    
 

Let’s hope they, and prosumers, survive the FiT cuts. The IEA’s new Prosumer report is 
very good: http://iea-retd.org/archives/publications/e-prosumers-report  So, more aggressively, is this 
www.claverton-energy.com/the-death-of-another-beautiful-game.html?       More soon in Renew 2014 Review 
 

 

This is also still worth checking out: http://blog.rmi.org/blog_2013_04_17_germanys_renewables_revolution  

 

On a Sunday this May, Germany’s 
renewables met nearly 75% of 
overall power demand around 
midday. In the first quarter of 2014 
overall, renewables met a record 
27% of the electricity demand, 
thanks to favorable weather. 
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2014/05
/13/3436923/germany-energy-records/ 
 

 
75% 
RE 
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French energy plans  
The French national plan (see last Renew) sets a 40% by 2030 renewable electricity goal.   

Some of that will be from offshore wind and tidal sites-see above. As well as on-land wind 
and PV. But there are also some inspiring local initiatives. For example, the Perpignan 
Méditerranée area in France aims to meet all its electricity needs through local renewables: 
75% of the region’s electricity needs are already met by renewables. It’s following on from 
the 74 regions and municipalities in Germany that have already reached 100% renewable 
status. See the WFC-led global ‘100% renewables’ campaign: 
www.resurgence.org/magazine/article4138-world-future-council.html 
Bad news: FiT cuts  
The Greek government has proposed cuts to its successful Feed-in  
Tariff to cut the deficit in the fund it uses to pay for renewable  
energy incentives. The so-called ‘New Deal’ will cut FiT rates not  
only for new systems, but also for those already in place with  
contracts. It will also retroactively cut the amount due to energy  
producers for the power they sold in 2013 by up to 20%. Painful. Hard pressed Spain has 
already cut its FiTs. Germany’s new support system has yet to have an impact, same for the 
new French policy, but cuts seem the norm given the rightward shift. 

Better news: EU emissions fall even lower  
The EU seems set to more than meet its 2020 
climate target (a 20% emission cut/1990) with 
emissions falling to the lowest recorded. Since 1990, 
Germany, the UK and Denmark all made ~25% cuts, 
but some new EU countries did even better, Estonia, 
Latvia. Lithuania and Romania all reduced 
emissions by well over 50%. Some of this was due 
to the recession, with emissions from road transport 
continuing to fall (by 4% from 2011-12), and 
industrial production (by 20%). In energy 
generation, renewables will have played their part, 
although in 2011-12 those gains were wiped out by 
increased use of coal in Germany, the UK and Spain 
(with net sector emissions rising by 3%), and the rise 
of consumer energy use (adding 4%), partly due to a 
cold winter.  www.eea.europa.eu/publications/european-

union-greenhouse-gas-inventory-2014  Given the new target*, 
the EU must try harder: www.sandbag.org.uk/site_media/pdfs/reports/Europes_failure_to_tackle_coal.pdf 

Danish cuts  
 

The Danish climate 
and energy minister 
has warned that the 
government may drop 
future offshore wind 
projects if their power 
price doesn’t fall. 
enough.  
 

 

 

Emissions 1.3% down 
in 2012, over 19% 
down since 1990 

From Géraldine Martin’s 
presentation at All Energy  

*New target- 
40% GHG 
cut by 2030 
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Global roundup 
China  In addition to shale gas exploration and new nuclear plant construction, a new 
policy review says that China aims to enhance energy efficiency and there will be new hydro, 
wind and solar projects, plus ultra-high voltage transmission lines. To support all this China 
will accelerate the pace of reform of the electricity market ‘to promote direct trading, 
providing a more economical, high quality power protection, letting the market play a 
decisive role in the allocation of power resources’.  That sounds ominous, judging by UK’s 
market led EMR mess. But China has now raised its PV target to 70 GW by 2017 (up from 20 
GW now). By 2017 it also plans to have150 GW of wind, 11 GW of biomass and 330 GW of 
hydro. And a new WWF report says it could get 80% of its electricity from renewables by 
2050, up from about 19% now: http://worldwildlife.org/publications/china-s-future-generation-assessing-
the-maximum-potential-for-renewable-power-sources-in-china-to-2050    
For a useful overview of China’s energy situation see  http://understandchinanenergy.org  
 

Japan  There are scant details of the new energy programme, but, while renewables are 
being pushed, along with some nuclear restarts, this rather gloomy report says coal-fired 
IGCCT is also being pushed: www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-04-13/post-fukushima-japan-chooses-coal-
over-renewable-energy.html  But there are some good local renewable energy projects e.g. 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/05/fukushima-japan-rebuilding-communities-with-solar-
commits-to-a-100-percent-renewable-energy-by-2040? And an ice wall is being built at Fukushima! 
 

Africa  Renewables are beginning to take off in North Africa and are likely to double to 
120 GW by 2020: www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/03/renewables-in-north-africa-a-
nation-by-nation-report-card?cmpid=WNL-Wednesday-March26-2014  And Africa as a whole has ~100 
wind farms, with 4000+ turbines. In all ~12 GW is in operation or planned. PV too: 
http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2014/apr/30/solar-power-green-energy-african-development? 

India The Centre for Science & Environment’s ‘Citizen’s report on the state of Renewable 
Energy in India’ looks in detail at large and small scale renewables and policy challenges. It’s 
hard to get details on what’s happening in India, so this is well worth the $40 charge:  
http://csestore.cse.org.in/usd/books/state-of-renewable-energy-in-india-report.html  
 

Ukraine 40% of Ukraine’s energy is from gas, mostly imported from Russia. Only 2% of 
its power is renewable, PV 0.3% (130 MW) wind 0.2% (86 MW). But that could grow 10 fold 
by 2020, with total new investments of €15 bn, mainly on PV and biomass. 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/04/renewable-energy-may-help-ukraine-abandon-
russian-gas?  Under new ownership: will Russia restart Crimea’s 400 MW of wind/pv projects?  
 

USA Obama, bypassing a deadlocked Congress, used his executive authority to release $2bn 
for energy-saving at federal government buildings, and new financing and training 
programmes for PV installations. Symbolically, the White House now has some solar panels 
again - those installed by Carter were removed by Reagan. But it’s taking forever for the US 
to get offshore wind going. Sadly it has a lead in false starts.14.7 GW of projects have been 
planned and then abandoned, though at last some progress has been made: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/05/doe-picks-winners-for-u-s-offshore-wind-
development?   Despite vociferous opposition to some New England projects: 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/05/judge-has-harsh-words-for-cape-wind-foes? 
For a good US energy overview: www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/05/the-time-for-
wind-and-solar-energy-is-now?  Less good was a New York Times editorial assertion (1/5/14) that 
‘only Germany succumbed to panic after the Fukushima disaster and began to phase out all 
nuclear power in favor of huge investments in renewable sources like wind and sun’. What of 
the post-Fukushima policies in Italy, Belgium, Switzerland? Or Japan? Or Taiwan? 
http://energytransition.de/2014/05/the-wrong-lessons-at-the-new-york-times/ 
US Wind deaths   Tragically, 4 people died after their single-engined plane hit a 1.5 MW 
GE wind turbine in South Dakota. Aircraft collisions with power grid pylons do happen, but 
never before with turbines: so far only 146 deaths had been reported globally due to wind 
plant operation, installation or maintenance accidents - none involving the public.  

WREC 2014 in London went off well: See  
www.wrenuk.co.uk  for Dave Elliott’s overview 
See Reviews 
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Climate change - COP 20  
The global negotiations at the Conference of  
Parties to the UN Framework Convention of  
Climate Change, continue with COP20 in Dec.                                                                                            
in Peru. A Kyoto II protocol was agreed at an                                  
earlier COP, but it’s not legally binding, with                                                                                
the USA and China not being willing to accept                  
limits to their growth. However the USA does                                       
now seem serious about reducing emissions  
(see right). Given the scale of extreme weather 
related damage that has been visited on the US                  
in recent years, that’s not surprising. That can’t  
necessarily be linked to climate change, but the  
White House seems to have shifted near to that  
position. See Box below right.  It was also said                                                                        
that China would set absolute limits: see  
below. But Australia & Canada are resisting!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
agreed in rather broad terms. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 
COP 20 will be followed by the key COP 21 in  

      Paris in 2015. By then we’ll know if Obama’s 
      plan survived. And the EU! http://unfccc.int/ 

 

US acts on CO2 - backed by Obama  
The US Environmental Protection Agency’s 
proposed new rules establish mandatory limits 
on CO2 emissions from existing power plants, 
cutting them overall by 30% from 2005 levels 
by 2030. Under the rules, states and power 
companies will have a range of options to meet 
the new state level standards: switching from 
coal to cleaner-burning natural gas; forming 
cap-and-trade markets; expanding renewables 
such as wind and solar power; or encouraging 
customers to use less energy by moving to 
more efficient heating and cooling systems and 
appliances.  But it’s not a done deal: the policy 
is opposed by climate skeptics and fossil fuel 
lobbyist, and even if it goes ahead, with state 
plans having to be filed by 2016, they will have 
up to15 years to fully implement them. 
The EPA says the 30% cut goal ‘is achievable 
because innovations in the production, 
distribution and use of electricity are already 
making the power sector more efficient and 
sustainable while maintaining an affordable, 
reliable and diverse energy mix. This proposed 
rule would reinforce and continue this 
progress.’  The EPA says that ‘in 2030, the 
significant reductions in the harmful carbon 
pollution and in other air pollution, to which 
this rule would lead, would result in net climate 
and health benefits of $48 bn to $82 bn. At the 
same time, coal and natural gas would remain 
the two leading sources of electricity 
generation in the U.S., with each providing 
more than 30% of the projected generation.’ 
 

 

Per capita Chinese  
emissions are now 
similar to those in 
the EU, but not in 
absolute terms  

China to cap emissions too?                                                                                                                 
Though evidently not a formal policy, the chair of 
China’s Advisory Committee on Climate Change 
said that an absolute cap on CO2 emissions might 
come into effect from 2016 (though that was later 
denied). China had previously committed to cutting 
its carbon intensity i.e. CO2 /GNP, by 40-45% by 
2020, compared to 2005 levels, but that would have 
allowed for continued growth in absolute emissions. 
Reuters was told that emissions were likely to peak 
at around 11bn tonnes CO2 equivalent, up from 7-
9.5bn t CO2e now, by 2030: see chart below for the 
growth up to 2012. But even if that was stabilised 
and reduced a bit, it’s still way ahead off all others. 
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2014/06/09/china-
climatechange-idUKL4N0OQ0WB20140609 

US wakes up to climate change                                                
The third US National Climate Assessment, 
commissioned by the White House, says that 
‘climate change, once considered an issue for a 
distant future, has moved firmly into the 
present’, noting that extreme weather events 
has increased in the last 50 years, with pro-
longed periods of heat, floods and droughts in 
some areas. Temperatures may rise 2°F to 4°F 
more in most areas of the US in the next few 
decades, but reductions in some ‘short-lived 
human-induced emissions’ could cut some of 
the projected warming. It warns that ‘the 
amount of warming projected beyond the next 
few decades is directly linked to the cumulative 
global emissions of heat-trapping gases and 
particles,’ but says ‘there is still time to act to 
limit the amount of change and the extent of 
damaging impacts’. Sounds good. But see: 
http://time.com/2899506/obama-carbon-regulations/ 
 

For a sobering view of China’s energy context: 
http://euanmearns.com/china-the-coal-monster/ 
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Hot particle fears                                         Nuclear news 
 

Marco Kalton, a US civil engineer at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, says that that his team 
found a tiny10 micron particle, which is extremely radioactive (40 PBq/g), 460 km from 
Fukushima, presumably carried there by the wind. If this is indicative of a more widespread 
hot particle problem, as some allege, Japan is in deep trouble. This is also important as it 
appears to be a fuel particle from one of the 3 reactors which exploded at Fukushima and may 
be indicative of a criticality event (nuclear fission) inside one of the reactors, which, if it 
occurred after the plants’ emergency shut down, arguably, radiation impacts specialist Ian 
Fairlie says, puts Fukushima into a new more sinister category of accidents. More at: 
http://fairewinds.org/hottest-particle/  This issue isn’t covered directly in the new UNSCEAR report 
on radiation exposure from the Fukushima disaster, but that does provide collective radiation 
dose estimates, from which Dr Fairlie deduced an estimated long-term cancer death toll of 
around 5,000, leaving aside hot particles. WISE NM 785. 
But see: www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2014/05/04/cancer-and-death-by-radiation-not-from-fukushima/ 

Return to sender  
The fourth and largest shipment so far of 
high-level n-waste from the UK to Japan  
was carried out earlier this year. All such  
waste, from reprocessing of Japan’s used 
fuel (to extract the plutonium) at THORP at Sellafield, should  
be returned to Japan by the end of the decade. Just what they  
need! It will be stored at the Rokkasho-Mura site. The UK will 
also return vitrified waste to the Netherlands, Germany, Italy  
and Switzerland over a 10 year period, in 11 shipments to transfer in total 1850 canisters. 
 

Are new reactors safer than old reactors? 
It seems possible that very old reactors are more dangerous. The Fukushima plant was certainly old -
the reactors 1-5 were all started up in the 1970s. The International Atomic Energy Agency’s 2012 
annual Nuclear Safety Review said: ‘There are growing expectations that older nuclear reactors 
should meet enhanced safety objectives, closer to that of recent or future reactor designs’.  It noted 
that ‘there is a concern about the ability of the ageing nuclear fleet to fulfill these expectations’. But 
very new ones are also risky. Ben Sovacool and Christopher Cooper noted in a 2008 journal article: 
‘The Fermi Unit 1 reactor began commercial operation in August 1966, but had a partial meltdown 
only two months after opening. The St. Laurent des Eaux A1 Reactor in France started in June 1969, 
but an online refueling machine malfunctioned and melted 400 pounds of fuel four months later. The 
Browns Ferry Unit 1 reactor in Alabama began commercial operation in August 1974 but experienced 
a fire severely damaging control equipment six months later. Three Mile Island Unit 2 began 
commercial operation in December 1978 but had a partial meltdown three months after it started. 
Chernobyl Unit 4 started up in August 1984, and suffered the worst nuclear disaster in history on 
April 26, 1986 before the two-year anniversary of its operation.’ What about the next Generation 4 
reactors? These are totally safe - since they don’t exist yet! A nuclear industry insider has quipped: 
‘We know that the paper moderated, ink-cooled reactor is the safest of all. All kinds of unexpected 
problems may occur after a project has been launched.’ From Nuclear Monitor 782 
 
 

 

The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission says that dozens of US plants                 
that reassessed their vulnerability to quakes in the wake of the meltdowns                               
in Japan are at greater risk than they were originally licensed to withstand.                         
They include the Seabrook coastal plant 56 miles north of Boston. There                                
have been calls for urgent action. But as more US n-plants (maybe a third                                   
say some) face the threat of closures due to competition from wind & gas,                                
the industry has fought back via a new lobby group, Nuclear Matters                    
http://safeenergy.org/2014/04/25/the-nuclear-industrys-earth-week-assault/ 

Sellafield Ltd is co-operating with the company running 
Japan’s Fukushima clean-up operation: ‘There are 
many similar challenges that we’ll be facing on our sites 
over the coming years and we can share our 
experiences’. Let’s hope they didn’t mean that literally.  

 

The fuel stored at 
Fukushima unit 4 
should soon all be 
transferred to a 
central storage 
pool on the site. 
But the melted 
fuel in the others 
can’t be touched. 
but 

 

More delay   The start up of 
Olkiluoto EPR in Finland has now 
been put back even further, to 2018, 
13 years after work on it began. 
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3. Forum Odds and ends for you to chew on  Comments welcome! 
A quick roundup- some movement forward and backwards  
Slow track You can tell that renewables are winning when you get refutations like this: 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/michaellynch/2014/02/25/renewable-energy-myths-1-inevitability-or-bad-timing-a-
renewable-obsession Fast track Quick-build PV roof: time lapse video of a 3 day install for a 
huge US BIPV integral array:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5Fc2GeSzcI&app=desktop 
Blue track  EDF’s new ‘blue’ energy retail  package is ‘a low-carbon product backed 
primarily by nuclear’ which it say ‘is us trying to normalise nuclear for consumers’. The 
Olympics were an initial focus, but EDF is now evidently championing a ‘Bringing Nuclear 
to Life’ outreach advocacy initiative, putting the case for ‘why nuclear matters’. 
www.prweek.com/article/1292267/pr-summit-edfs-gareth-wynn-its-olympic-legacy-new-nuclear  
Off track  Lord (Nigel) Lawson’s demolition of global warming alarmism: so we can happily 
go for coal and gas and do a bit of adaptation: http://www.standpointmag.co.uk/node/5541/full 
But see  http://royalsociety.org/uploadedFiles/Royal_Society_Content/policy/projects/climate-evidence-
causes/climate-change-evidence-causes.pdf  for the Royal Society view. Also CO2 levels below. 
And for a grim US take on the task ahead: http://www.jacobinmag.com/2014/05/a-second-civil-war/ 
Or an F-word rich view from Australia: www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/humor/aussie-humor-
if-you-cant-handlemulti-f-bombs-do-not-open.html 
 

In praise of gas - better than electricity                                  
Some critics argue that the UK government has adopted an un-justified                                 
‘anti-gas’ view, with nuclear and renewable based electrification being                                    
seen as the way to decarbonise all end uses - including for heating and                           
transport as well as conventional electricity use. So we have a push for                                          
electric heat pumps for heating and electric cars for transport, when in                                     
fact there are better non-electric options, such as gas heating and CNG                                                
powered cars and (especially) trucks, both of which end uses could increasingly be met using 
green gas-biomethane from AD biomass/waste conversion or syngas via surplus wind to gas 
conversion. It’s been pointed out that the UK has the world’s best-developed gas grid carrying 
4 times more energy than the electricity grid, and offering large scale energy storage options, 
including by far the UK’s largest existing balancing energy store - 250 times that for 
electricity currently. In transport, the other main emphasis, apart from electric vehicles, is 
liquid biofuels, but it has been claimed, the biomethane option can access a much wider range 
of biomass feedstocks than for liquid biofuels and has a higher conversion efficiency, 
producing more fuel energy from a given limited biomass supply.                                          

In praise of PV solar - now at 37 GW in Germany    
‘In 2007 the wholesale cost of German electricity was 30% higher at its peak around noon 
than at night. That difference has steadily declined, summer and winter, as the amount of PV 
power connected to the grid has increased. This is because, when the sun shines, electricity 
from PV generators costs less than conventional electricity generation. PV has no fuel and 
only small operational cost.  On some sunny days the daytime peak wholesale cost of 
electricity on the German grid has fallen below the night-time price.  Domestic electricity 
consumers in Germany are not seeing this benefit yet. The retail price of electricity, as in the 
UK, is considerably higher than the wholesale price. This is due to many factors: taxes, 
levies, transmission charges and distribution company costs and profits. The feed-in tariff for 
solar, which is responsible for much of this 36 GW of PV power, only contributes a small part 
to the retail price. Much of German industry is excused these add-ons. The industrial retail 
price paid by our rivals is falling, though not as fast as the peak wholesale price. This 
suggests the distribution companies have yet to pass on the benefit to the consumer.’ Prof. 
Keith Barnham, author of The Burning Answer.  

Offgrid PV 
 

OK in areas 
without grids, but 
what about  
industrial 
countries? 
http://www.renewable
energyfocus.com/view
/38378/time-is-ripe-
for-off-grid-solar/ 
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The Bio-energy debate Trees: carbon sinks or energy sources?                                   
The Bio-energy debate rumbles on. It’s clear that some liquid biofuels for vehicles don’t 
yield positive carbon saving gains and can have large eco-impacts, but that may also be true 
of some solid biomass burnt for energy production - as the FoE/RSPB report ‘Dirtier than 
Coal’ alleged: http://www.rspb.org.uk/Images/biomass_report_tcm9-326672.pdf (for a critique see: 
www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/05/biomass-electric-power-generation-dirtier-than-coal-
not-possible) The use of wood from forests is especially contentious for groups like 
Biofuelwatch  http://www.biofuelwatch.org.uk While companies like DRAX insist the wood 
pellets they import from the US are sustainably sourced, there’s evidence of deforestation: 
www.southernenvironment.org/uploads/publications/NWF_Biomass_Wildlife_Full_Report.pdf and 
www.dogwoodalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Enviva-Mill-in-Ahoskie-Dogwood-Report.pdf Video: 
http://dia.dogwoodalliance.org/p/salsa/web/questionnaire/public/?questionnaire_KEY=1656   Certainly this 
may not always yield much in the way of net, or at least fast, CO2 savings: 
http://iet.jrc.ec.europa.eu/bf-ca/sites/bf-ca/files/files/documents/eur25354en_online-final.pdf    
But it’s not clear if that ‘whole trees’ are being widely used to make wood pellets; it’s more 
likely it’s saw mill and forest residue unsuitable for the timber industry. The value of sawmill 
quality logs is up to 10 times what can be obtained for pellets. Though that may change. Then 
again, some say all logging is bad - and worse in CO2 terms than once thought: 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gcbb.12044/abstract  And we shouldn’t use any wood from 
trees for energy. Others say the reality of forest management is that, if fellings and residues 
are not used, they will rot and create methane.  So they say that, though burning wood in old 
inefficient power stations may not be the best option, it’s worth doing while we develop more 
efficient uses of biomass resources e.g. AD biogas, or CHP and/or direct heat supply i.e., not 
just for electricity. The debate can get heated: e.g. www.foe.co.uk/news/40000  DECC’s new bio-
carbon calculator may help clear the air, but it does say emissions can be high if stem wood is 
used. And interestingly DECC say the next rounds of the CfD won’t support any more 
biomass conversion plants. A hot potato! 
 

Climate change: uneven CO2 levels                        
Atmospheric CO2 concentration rises due the human activities are not initially evenly spread around 
the world (spatially or temporally), due to the location of power plants (mostly in the global north), the 
time taken to mix the extra injected CO2 globally (about a year), and differing annual forest 
absorption/decay cycles and sea absorption/release processes around the world. 
http://carboncycle2.lbl.gov/resources/experts-corner/annual-cycles-of-atmospheric-co2-concentration.html 
Watch it happening, and the result getting worse year by year, in this really excellent animation: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=vA7tfz3k_9A   Pretty convincing, even to hardened skeptics. Tragically 
though, the fact that the seas have absorbed so much CO2 from our activities (about 50% of it) means 
that we are unlikely ever to get back to where we started. Air capture of CO2, biologically or 
otherwise, would be working against sea CO2 outgassing for a long while - the CO2 would come back 
out to replace at least some of what’s been captured. Though it would take time - the rate of 
outgassing might be low, depending on, amongst other things (including temperature), the small 
partial pressure difference.  Even so, the slow CO2 blow back means that sadly CO2 absorption from 
reafforestation would be undercut and may not be too much (climate) use long term, unless done on 
vast scales. Nor would artificial air capture of CO2 using chemicals: it’s too big a job. As a recent 
ERL paper says: ‘To maintain atmospheric CO2 concentrations at pre-industrial levels for centuries, 
ultimately an amount of CO2 approaching the total cumulative amount of anthropogenic CO2 
emissions would need to be removed from the atmosphere’. And, it seems, from the sea. 
http://iopscience.iop.org/1748-9326/5/2/024011/pdf/1748-9326_5_2_024011.pdf  So we can’t repair the earth 
much, except maybe very long term, and the higher the temperature, the harder that will be. But we 
can stop making it worse by not burning fossil fuels. That is the only major option. Unless Gaia comes 
to the rescue and allows the sea to absorb a lot more CO2 without getting too acidic!  Or some other 
natural feedback loop intervenes.  
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Piketty on Capital - our potted politics guide 
Some greens see low growth as the way ahead. In Capital in the 21st century French economists 
Thomas Piketty sees it all very differently. He says historically the rate of return on capital has 
mostly been higher that the rate of economic growth. Owners of capital did well. But then came a 

hiccup, and capital 
returns faltered, as Marx 
predicted.  But they 
recovered post war - 
although now economic 
growth has fallen off. 
And far from leading to a 
happy or green egalitarian 
world, we have a super 
rich elite - the 1%. And 
austerity. His analysis 
offers radical insights on 
how we might head off  
environmental and social 
disaster. Tax wealth 
basically, then spend it on 
developing a green 
infrastructure for a more 
sustainable and 
egalitarian future. But 
that’s unlikely given 

current politics, social expectations and power balances. New Statesman’s re-relay of Stalin’s views 
on some of this (see Box) was perhaps timely! But he didn’t do it right. Can we? 
www.theguardian.com/books/2014/apr/13/occupy-right-capitalism-failed-world-french-economist-thomas-
piketty  and  http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2014/may/08/thomas-piketty-new-gilded-age/ 
He recently came out with a view on climate policy: www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2377105/piketty-this-is-
an-unprecedented-opportunity-to-drive-investment-in-low-carbon-growth 
 

An early definition of the Alternative Technology movement! 
‘The engineer, the organiser of production, does not work as he would like to, but as he is ordered, in such a 
way as to serve the interests of his employers. There are exceptions of course; there are people in this stratum 
who have awakened from the intoxication of capitalism. The technical intelligentsia can, under certain 
conditions, perform miracles and greatly benefit mankind. But it can also cause great harm.... Of course, things 
would be different if it were possible, at one stroke, spiritually to tear the technical intelligentsia away from the 
capitalist world. But that is Utopia. Are there many of the technical intelligentsia who would dare break away 
from the bourgeois world and set to work reconstructing society? Do you think there are many people of this 
kind, say, in England or in France? No; there are few who would be willing to break away from their employers 
and begin reconstructing the world.’ 
Joseph Stalin in conversation with H.G Wells in Moscow 1934 First published as a special New Statesman 
Supplement 27 Oct. 1934. Recycled by NS on April 18th, 2014 www.newstatesman.com/politics/2014/04/h-g-
wells-it-seems-me-i-am-more-left-you-mr-stalin  What would he have made of CAT!  

  

 

    A different politics  
      Direct Action in Taiwan - people 
       Power against nuclear, with over  
       200,000 on the streets at one time 
       in 2013, and 30,000 or more in  
       this final April 2014 rally (left),  
       at which point the government    

decided to abandon its part completed $10bn new nuclear project. A nuclear- 
free island by 2025 is now being debated. Don’t try this at home! 

 

CAT at 40 
The Centre for 
Alternative 
Technology 
www.theguardian
.com/environment
/2014/aug/01/turn
ing-a-slate-
quarry-green-40-
years-of-centre-
for-alternative-
technology 
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